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Abstract 

Three cases were selected for correlation from 
an experiment that examined the aeromechanical 
stability of a small-scale model of a hingeless 
rotor and fuselage in hover. The first case exam- 
ined the stability of a configuration with 0' blade 
pitch so that coupling between dynamic modes was 
minimized. The second case was identical to the 
first except the blade pitch was set to 9 O  which 
provides flap-lag coupling of the rotor modes. 
third case had 9" of blade pitch and also included 
negative pitch-lag coupling, and therefore was the 
most highly coupled configuration. Analytical 
calculations were made by Bell Helicopter Textron, 
Boeing Vertol, Hughes Helicopters, Sikorsky Air- 
craft, the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory, and 
NASA Ames Research Center and compared to some or 
all of the experimental cases. Overall, the corre- 
lation ranged from very poor-to-poor to good. 

The 

Introduction 

As a part of the Methodology Assessment, three 
cases were selected from the experiment reported in 
Ref. 1 for comparison with theoretical calcula- 
tions. The three cases differ only in the type and 
extent of aeroelastic coupling in the rotor. 
Case 1 represents the simplest configuration with 
the blade pitch angle set to O o  to minimize cou- 
pling. Structural flap-lag coupling is incorpo- 
rated in Case 2 by setting the blade pitch angle to 
9". Case 3 is the most complex configuration with 
flap-lag coupling combined with negative pitch-lag 
coupling. The three cases provide a graduated 
series for aeromechanical stability with increasing 
complexity in the rotor aeroelastic Goupling. 
Therefore, they provide a good test of the capabil- 
ity of theoretical models to predict stability as 
the aeroelastic coupling becomes more complex. 

The theoretical models that were compared with 
the data include the Bell Helicopter Textron DRAV21 
code, the Boeing Vertol C-90, the Hughes Helicopter 
DART and E927-1 analyses, Sikorsky Aircraft G400 
code, and the U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory 
FLAIR analysis. The Sikorsky Aircraft E927-2 and 
E927-3 codes, and the NASA Ames Research Center 
CAMRAD, were compared with some of the data. 

The paper will briefly describe the experiment 
from which these data were obtained and then pre- 
sent the correlation. The agreement between theory 
and experiment will be discussed. The appendices 
document the experimental model properties, 
tabulate the experimental data points, and show all 
of the comparisons. 

Experiment Description 

The model rotor and fuselage used in the 
experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The rotor has three 
blades that are mounted on root flexures that allow 
flap and lead-lag motion. The flexures are mounted 
to a hub which is supported by bearings on a static 
mast. The static mast is bolted to a transmission 
with a water-cooled electric motor at either end 
that represents the fuselage. The rotor and fuse- 
lage are supported in a gimbal frame with flexure 
pivots that allow pitch and roll motions. Springs 
are connected across the gimbal pivots to provide 
frequencies that are representative of actual heli- 
copters; the pitch and roll inertias are appropri- 
ately scaled. The stand is stiffened below the 
gimbal so that the stand frequencies are higher 
than the body frequencies by a factor of 10. 

The regressing lead-lag mode was excited with 
a floor-mounted 5 0 - l b  shaker that oscillates the 

Fig. 1 Three-bladed hingeless ro tor  model mounted 
to gimbal frame and stand. 
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modelabouttheroll gimbal.Whena sufficient
level of excitationwasachieved,a pneumaticclamp
wasopenedandthebodyandrotormotionswere
allowedto decayfreely. Thebodypitchandroll
modeswereexcitedbydeflectingthefuselagewith
pulley-mountedcordsandthenquicklyreleasingit.

Thebladerootflexuresareshownin the
explodedviewof Fig.2. Thelead-lagflexureis
fastenedto a baseandring thatallowsthelead-
lag flexureto berotatedto anypitchangle,
althoughfor thecasesdiscussedin this paper,the
lead-lagflexurewasalwayspositionedupright.
Thelead-lagflexure,base,andring arefirmly
fastenedto therotorhub. Apair of sidebeamsis
connectedto theouterpartof the lead-lagflex-
ure; thesecarrytheloadbacktowardthehub. The
flap flexureis fastenedto theinneredgeof the
sidebeamsandin this waythelead-lagandflap
flexurecenterlinesaremadecoincident.Ablade
rootsocketis fastenedto theouterportionof the
flap flexureandbladepitchanglechangesaremade
at this point. Insteadof thestraightlead-lag
flexure,theskewedlead-lagflexurethat is shown
in theinsetof Fig.2 is usedto providenegative
pitch-lagcoupling(Case3). Themajorrotor prop-
erties areshowninTableI.

Fig. 2 Explodedviewof bladeroot flexures.

TableI ModelRotorProperties

Property Value

Rotorradius,R,in. 31.92
Bladechord,c, in. 1.65
Solidity, _ 0.0493
Hingeoffset,e/R 0.105
Locknumber,y 7.37

Therotor flapandlead-lagflexureswere
strain-gagedaswerethegimbalflexuralpivots.
Themeasuredflexuralstrainsweredigitizedand
acquiredona digital computer.Therotating
systemdataweretransformedto thefixedsystem

usingthemultibladetransformandthefrequency
anddampingdatawereobtainedfromtherotor
cyclic andbodymodesusingthemoving-block
analysis.2 Acompletediscussionof themodel
propertiesis providedin AppendixA. Themeasured
modaldampingandfrequencyusedfor the
correlationis tabulatedin AppendixB.

Correlation

Three cases were used for correlation. These

cases differed only in the degree of aeroelastic

coupling in the rotor as determined by blade pitch

angle and pitch-lag coupling. The differences in

the three cases are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Correlation Cases

Case Blade Pitch Angle, deg Pitch-Lag Coupling

I 0 0

2 9 0

3 9 -0.4

Case I

Modal Frequencies. This case examined modal

damping and frequency for an uncoupled rotor con-

figuration with the blade pitch set to zero

degrees. Damping and frequency of the regressing

lead-lag, body pitch, and body roll modes were

obtained for rotor speeds from 0 to 950 rpm. Fig-

ure 3 shows individual comparisons of the fixed-

system modal frequencies with nine different pre-

dictions. An understanding of the system behavior

may be obtained by examining a typical prediction

such as that done with DRAV21 as shown in

Fig. 3a. The regressing lead-lag mode starts at

about 6.6 Hz for nonrotating conditions and as

rotor speed is increased, the fixed system modal

frequency drops until it becomes zero at about

450 rpm (in the rotating system this is a I/rev

resonance). At higher rotor speeds the regressing

lead-lag mode frequency increases. For rotor

speeds below 450 rpm, the dimensionless regressing

lead-lag frequency is greater than one (stiff

inplane) and the rotor is not susceptible to aero-

mechanical instability. For rotor speeds above

450 rpm the dimensionless, regressing lead-lag

frequency is less than one (soft inplane) and the

rotor is susceptible to aeromechanical instability

as the regressing lead-lag mode couples with the

body pitch or roll mode. The regressing flap mode

is highly damped at rotor speeds above 100 rpm and

does not couple with the regressing lead-lag mode

as it did for the experiment discussed in Ref. 3.

The progressing flap and lead-lag modes are widely

separated in frequency for rotor speeds above

200 rpm and therefore do not influence the other

modes.
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Fig. 3 Individual comparison of theory and experiment for Case I for fixed-system

modal frequencies, a) DRAV21, Bell Helicopter Textron. b) C-90, Boeing Vertol.

c) DART, Hughes Helicopters. d) E927-I, Hughes Helicopters. e) G400, Sikorsky

Aircraft. Solid lines show calculations based on model properties. Dashed lines

reflect change in properties to match rotating-body pitch and roll frequencies.

f) E927-2, Sikorsky Aircraft. g) FLAIR, Aeromechanics Laboratory. h) CAMRAD, NASA

Ames Research Center. i) CAMRAD with dynamic inflow, NASA Ames Research Center.

Most of the predictions in Fig. 3 show good to

very good correlation (DRAV21, E927-I, FLAIR, and

CAMRAD). The C-90 predictions show fair-to-good

correlation, but exhibit some anomalous behavior.

The C-90 program predicts that the collective flap

mode couples with the body roll mode between

100 and 300 rpm. The mechanism for the coupling is

not understood. At rotor speeds above 600 to

700 rpm, the C-90 predictions show apparent

coupling between the regressing-flap and body-pitch

modes (see also Fig. 5 below). This behavior

appears spurious and suggests calculation problems

with the code.

The DART correlation is considered to be only

fair. This is largely because of the shift in

lead-lag stiffness that resulted from using the

mass and stiffness properties tabulated in Appen-

dix A. These properties, which were calculated

from detail drawings, predict a lower nonrotating

frequency than was measured.
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TheG4OOcorrelationwasjudgedto bepoor.
Theinitial predictionsusingthedocumentedmodel
propertiesareshownassolid lines anddonot
matchthemeasuredbodyfrequencies.Subsequently
theuncoupledbodypitch-and-rollfrequencieswere
adjustedto provideabettermatchwith themea-
surements;theseresultsareshownasdashed
lines. In eithercasethepredictedfrequencies
indicatemorecouplingbetweentheregressinglead-
lagandbodymodesthanwasmeasured.Anopera-
tionalproblemwithG4OOis theneedto excitethe
appropriatemodesin thetime-historysolutionin
orderto estimatethefrequencyanddampingfrom
thetransientdecay.Considerabledifficulty was
encounteredin excitingthebodymodes,particu-
larly at the lowerrotor speeds.TheE927-2corre-
lation is consideredto befair. In generalthe
correctbehavioris shown,but thedifferencesin
thebodyroll modeandtheabsenceof calculations
at lowrotorspeedsdegradethecorrelation.

Regressing lead-lag mode damping. The damping

of the regressing lead-lag mode for Case I is shown

in Fig. 4. Calculations without dynamic inflow and

with dynamic inflow are compared separately. The

experimental measurements show a relatively con-

stant level of damping except at the body roll mode

crossing where the regressing lead-lag mode is

unstable between 700 and 805 rpm. Most of the

analyses show this same general behavior with the

correlation ranging from fair for E927-2 and

E927-3, fair-to-good for C-90, FLAIR, and CAMRAD,

and good for DRAV21.

The DART analysis shows a range of instability

that is much wider than the measurements and the

correlation is considered to be poor. The center
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Fig. 4 Composite comparison of theory and experi-

ment for Case I regressing lead-lag-mode damping.

Data are shown by stippled area; analyses used are

DRAV21 (RH), C-90 (BV), DART (HHI) , E927-I (HH2) ,

G4OO (SAI, recalculations shown as diamond sym-

bols), E927-2 (SA2) , E927-3 (SA3), FLAIR (AL), and

CAMRAD (NA). a) Without dynamic inflow, b) With

dynamic inflow.

of instability is offset from the measured location

and this is probably caused by the lead-lag fre-

quency shift noted in Fig. 3. However, the greater

range of instability that was calculated is proba-

bly caused by the inability to properly model the

separate body pitch and roll frequencies with the

isotropic representation used by DART. In addi-

tion, away from the body crossings DART predicts a

damping level that is significantly below the rotor

structural damping, and the mechanism for this

destabilizing effect is unknown.

The G4OO correlation is judged to be very poor

and shows excessive sensitivity to body coupling

effects. Following the initial Methodology Assess-

ment, the G4OO code was extensively revised. The

correlation was significantly improved, as shown by

the solid diamond symbols. However, the specific

revisions that caused the improved predictive capa-

bility are not known.

Two of the prediction methods, DRAV21 and

CAMRAD, have the option of predicting the stability

with the inflow dynamics included. Although it is

not completely clear from Fig. 4, the inclusion of

dynamic inflow provided a minor improvement in the

correlation for both of these analyses.

Body pitch mode damping. The body pitch-mode

damping as a function of rotor speed is shown in

Fig. 5. Theory and experiment show similar behav-

ior with the damping rapidly increasing from its

nonrotating value as the regre3sing flap and body

pitch modes become strongly coupled between 1OO and

150 rpm and then decreasing as the modes sepa-

rate. Above 200 rpm there is a gradual increase in

damping with rotor speed. Although similar behav-

ior is seen in both the theoretical calculations

and experimental results, the predicted level of

damping from theory is significantly higher than

the measurements for rotor speeds above 200 rpm.

These differences are largely due to the rotor

aerodynamics as the gimbal damping is very low, as

can be seen by examining the zero rotor speed

case. If dynamic inflow is included in the analyt-

ical model, better agreement is obtained with the

experiment, as is shown in Fig. 5b.

In general, the correlation is considered

poor-to-fair for the models without dynamic inflow,

and fair-to-good and good for the models with

dynamic inflow. The C-90 analysis is judged as

poor because of the high damping level and anoma-

lous damping increases at 675 and 850 rpm. These

damping increases or bumps are not related to any

frequency crossing or resonance and the lack of a

physical explanation suggests that they are caused

by code problems. The wobble in body pitch and

flap regressing mode frequencies noted earlier

appears to be related to this problem.

The G400 correlation was judged as poor. This

is largely caused by the inability of the analysis

to estimate the body mode damping at rotor speeds

below 800 rpm. The E927-2 analysis in many ways

shows the best agreement with the data, but its

somewhat erratic behavior and lack of definition of
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Fig. 5 Composite comparison of theory and experi-

ment for Case I body pitch-mode damping. Data are
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Fig. 6 Composite comparison of theory and experi-

ment for Case I body roll-mode damping. Data are

shown by stippled area; analyses used are DRAV21

(BH), C-90 (BV), DART (HHI) , E927-I (HH2) , G400

(SA I, 3 points), E927-2 (SA2), FLAIR (AL), and

CAMRAD (NA). a) Without dynamic inflow, b) With

dynamic inflow.

the damping increase caused by coupling of the

flap-regressing and body-pitch modes led to a judg-

ment of poor-to-fair correlation.

Body roll-mode damping. The body roll-mode

damping as a function of rotor speed is shown in

Fig. 6. The experimental data show a somewhat

larger increase in damping with rotor speed than in

the body pitch case. However, there is no clear

indication of a damping increase caused by coupling

of the body roll mode with the progressing flap or

regressing lead-lag modes at low rotor speeds.

Note that roll-mode damping data were not obtained

from 700 to 825 rpm because of the regressing lead-

lag mode instability.

The theoretical predictions without dynamic

inflow show a very similar increase in damping for

rotor speeds above 200 tom, and the increase is

clearly greater than that seen in the experimental

data. However, if dynamic inflow is included, the

theory and experiment show much better agreement.

The improvement in correlation that is achieved

with dynamic inflow is more apparent in this case

than for the body pitch mode shown in Fig. 5.

The analyses without dynamic inflow in general

show only poor-to-fair correlation with the data.

The damping predictions that include dynamic inflow

show better agreement; the DRAV21 predictions are

judged fair and the CAMRAD predictions fair-to-

good. The Sikorsky E927-2 predictions are consid-

ered to be fair and would probably be judged better

except for the somewhat erratic behavior that is

shown. The G400 results are again considered to be

poor, in part because of the inability to obtain

damping estimates at lower rotor speeds.
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Case2

Individualcomparisonsof theoryandexperi-
mentfor theregressinglead-lagmodedampingare
shownin Fig. 7asa functionof rotor speed.The
onlydifferencebetweenthis caseandCaseI is
that thebladepitchangleis set to 9° instead of

0 °. The effect of this change is to couple the

blade flap and lead-lag degrees of freedom and this

has a strong effect upon the regressing lead-lag

mode damping as can be seen by comparing this

figure with Fig. 4. The destabilizing effect

caused by coupling of the regressing lead-lag mode

and the body pitch mode at 600 rpm is now evident,

and the instability caused by coupling of the

regressing lead-la_ and body roll modes has
deepened (0.7 sec-" compared to 0.3 sec -I) and

broadened (150 rpm compared to 90 rpm).

The DRAV21, C-90, and FLAIR analyses all show

fair correlation. The DRAV21 predictions show

better agreement in the vicinity of the pitch mode,

while C-90 and FLAIR show better agreement near the

roll mode. However, in each case there remain

areas of disagreement. Note also that for the

DRAV21 calculations the effect of dynamic inflow is

slight.

The E927-3 predictions in Fig. 7g show fair-

to-good agreement with the data, with the only

discrepancy being the inability to predict the

measured recovery in damping at high rotor

speeds. This case and the Case I regressing lead-

lag mode damping are the only cases in the correla-

tion effort in which all three E927 versions were

used. For Case I only slight differences are seen

between the three versions, but in the present case

significant differences are evidenced. The public

domain version, E927-I, shows a frequency shift and

predicts too great an instability, while E927-2

shows only a slight instability. Both show only

poor or poor-to-fair correlation with the data.

The major differences in coding between the three

versions has to do with the representation of the

torsion degree of freedom. The E927-I version

includes only a rigid torsion degree of freedom;

E927-2 adds a flexible torsion degree of freedom,

but deletes some of the higher-order terms; and

E927-3 retains all the higher-order terms. These

differing representations have a major influence on

the stability predictions even though the model

rotor's first-torsion degree of freedom is greater

than 20/rev based on nonrotating measurements. The

sensitivity of the predictive capability to the

modeling assumptions in this case suggests funda-

mental weaknesses in the E927 family of codes.

The DART analysis shows an excessive degree of

instability and the correlation is considered

poor. In part, this is caused by the frequency

shift in the lead-lag degree of freedom discussed

previously. However, even a shift of 50 rpm would

not significantly improve the correlation.

The initial G400 calculations show very poor

agreement with the data. From the three calculated

values provided for the updated analysis (solid
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Fig. 7 Individual comparison of theory and experi-

ment for Case 2 for regressing lead-lag-mode damp-

ing. a) DRAV21, Bell Helicopter Textron. b) C-90,

Boeing Vertol. o) DART, Hughes Helicopters,

d) E927-I, Hughes Helicopters. e) G400, Sikorsky

Aircraft. f) E927-2, Sikorsky Aircraft.

g) E927-3, Sikorsky Aircraft. h) FLAIR, Aero-

mechanics Laboratory.
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diamondsin Fig. 7e), it appearsthat theseprob-
lemsarelargelyresolved.However,thenumberof
calculatedpointsusingtheupdatedmodelis too
limitedto adequatelyassesstheimprovementin the
analysiscapabilities.

Case3

Individualcomparisonsof theoryandexperi-
mentfor theregressinglead-lagmodedampingare
shownin Fig. 8 asa functionof therotor speed
for Case3. Theonlydifferencebetweenthis case
andCase2 is theadditionof negativepitch-lag
coupling.Basedonisolatedbladestability
theory,_ theexpectedeffectof thenegativepitch-
lag couplingwouldbeto stronglystabilizethe
regressinglead-lagmode.Thisin fact occursaway
fromthebodypitch-androll-modefrequencycross-
ings. Forinstance,thedampingat 550and650rpm
is essentiallydoubledfromCase2 to Case3.
However,at thefrequencycrossingsor "resonant"
points,thereis essentiallynochangein the
damping.

TheDRAV21andFLAIRanalysesshowgoodagree-
mentwith theexperimentalmeasurements.The
agreementfor bothanalysesis improvedoverthat
obtainedin Case2, whichis interestingin that
Case3 is consideredamoredifficult caseto accu-
ratelyanalyze.Asin Case2, whendynamicinflow
is includedin theDRAV21analysis,thereareno
significantchangesin theregressinglead-lag
damping.

TheC-90codeshowsfair agreementwiththe
data. It correctlyidentifiestheminimumstabil-
ity points,butnot therangeof dampingthat is
seenin thedata. Thetwoversionsof E927evi-
dencedifficulty in identifyingtherotor speedfor
minimumstability. TheE927-Icorrelationis con-
sideredverypoor-to-pooranddoesnotpredict
instability, whileE927-3doesshowreasonably
correctdampinglevels,but thecorrelationis
Judgedpoor-to-fair. TheDARTanalysisshows
excessivechangesin damping,a substantialfre-
quencyshift in theminimumdampingpoint, andan
overlybroadregionof instability. Theagreement
withthemeasurementsis consideredpoor.

Conservatism in Prediction of Stability

The potentially destructive nature of rotor

instabilities has always been a major concern of

the rotorcraft dynamics community. There is agree-

ment that the long term goal in rotorcraft dynamics

must be to obtain accurate predictions of rotor-

craft stability. However, in the short term, there

is a general belief that if the theoretical predic-

tions are "conservative," that is, if they predict

less stability than is measured, then they are

suitable for design use. Such a feeling or belief

ignores the ambiguity that exists whenever theory

and experiment are compared and a difference is

obtained. Is the difference due to the theory or

the experiment? If it is due to some limitation of

the modeling assumptions, then can any prediction
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Fig. 8 Individual comparison of theory and experi-

ment for Case 3 for regressing lead-lag mode damp-

ing. a) DRAV21, Bell Helicopter Textron. b) C-90,

Boeing Vertol. c) DART, Hughes Helicopters,

d) E927-I, Hughes Helicopters. e) E927-3, Sikorsky

Aircraft. f) FLAIR, Aeromechanies Laboratory.

be called conservative if that limitation is

unknown? An example is selected from the correla-

tion effort reported here. Figure 9 compares the
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E927-I predictions of regressing lead-lag mode

damping for Cases 2 and 3. The only difference

between the two cases is the addition of negative

pitch-lag coupling in Case 3. As discussed ear-

lier, the correlation in Case 2 is judged poor-to-

fair. However, the prediction can be considered

conservative in the sense that it shows less sta-

bility in general than is measured. Yet, as shown

in Fig. 9b, the addition of pitch-lag coupling

changes this picture. The analysis is now uncon-

servative and predicts no instability where one was

obtained in the experiment. The lack of correla-

tion between theory and measurement represents an

element of risk in the application of a theoretical

model. The use of terms such as "conservative

prediction" or "correct trends" unfortunately

obscure this element of risk.

Conclusions

Nine analyses were compared with one or more

cases selected from an experiment that measured the

frequency and damping of a model rotor in hover for

different conditions of rotor coupling.

I) The DRAV21 analysis used by Bell Helicopter

Textron was considered to give fair-to-good corre-

lation for the three cases.

2) The C-90 analysis used by Boeing Vertol was

judged to have fair correlation overall.

3) Two analysis codes were used by Hughes

Helicopter. Their DART analysis was considered to

provide poor-to-fair correlation and their E927-I

code was judged fair overall.

4) Sikorsky Aircraft used the analysis code

G4OO and two versions of E927: E927-2 and

E927-3. None of these codes was used for all

cases. Overall, G400 was judged to be very poor-

to-poor although a limited number of more recent

calculations have shown substantial improvement.

For the cases considered, E927-2 was considered

poor-to-fair, while E927-3 showed better perfor-

mance and was Judged fair.

5) The FLAIR analysis of the U.S. Army Aero-

mechanics Laboratory was considered to provide

fair-to-good correlation.

6) The NASA Ames CAMRAD calculations were made

for one case and were Judged to be good for this

ease.

Two of the nine analyses predicted damping and

frequency with and without dynamic inflow. The

effect of dynamic inflow was to significantly

improve the agreement for the body mode damping of

Case I, but regressing lead-lag mode damping was

only slightly affected by dynamic inflow.
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Appendix A--Model Properties

The three cases examined in this paper are

from an experiment originally reported in Ref. I.

The experimental model properties in this appendix

are taken from that reference with the exception of

the tabulated mass and stiffness properties in

Tables 3 to 6 which have not been reported
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Table3 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Lead-Lag Flexure a

BLADE STATION WEIGHT Elf El c GJ I_

in. Ibm/in. 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 Ibm-in2/in.

2.431 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101

2.581 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101

2.581 0.0682 1.11 0.179 0.116 0.0110

2.750 0.0682 1.11 0.179 0.116 0.0110

2.791 0.0398 0.756 0.0102 0.116 0.0110

2.890 0.0266 0.597 0.00701 0.116 0.0110

2.989 0.0398 0.756 0.0102 0.116 0.0110

3.030 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.116 0.0110

3.200 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.116 0.0110

3.200 0.0292 0.477 0.00141 0.00139 0.00155

3.225 0.0097 0.159 0.0000521 0.05139 0.00155

3.450 0.0097 0.159 0.0000521 0.00139 0.00155

3.475 0.0292 0.477 0.00141 0.00139 0.00155

3.475 0.0582 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110

3.553 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110

3.585 0.0451 0.857 0.0118 0.114 0.0110

3.663 0.0357 0.745 0.00935 0.114 0.0110

3.741 0.0451 0.857 0.0118 0.114 0.0110

3.773 0.0582 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110

4.101 0.0682 1.11 0.0179 0.114 0.0110

a MAT'L - 17-4 PH STAINLESS; p = 0.282 Ibm/in3 , E = 29 × 106 Ib/in 2 G = 11 X 106 Ib/in 2.

b AXIS OF SYMMETRY COINCIDENT WITH 0.25c

2.431"

I

0.415"

--f

0.281" _

I I
2.2 2.6

2.890" 3.475" 4.101"

3.200"

I

I I I I

3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2

B.S., in.

/_
0.399"

LEAD-LAG FLEXURE
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Table 4 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Side Beams a

BLADE STATION WEIGHT Elf El c GJ I_

in. Ibm/in. 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib-in 2 Ibm in2/in,

2.633 0.0535 0.468 0.298 0,0109 0.0105

2.883 0.0535 0.468 0,298 0.0109 0.0105

2.883 0.0410 0.359 0,190 0.0109 0.00493

2.983 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493

3.029 0.0234 0.269 0.109 0.0109 0.00493

3.139 0.0160 0,221 0.0745 0.0109 0.00493

3,249 0.0234 0.269 0,109 0.0109 0.00493

3.295 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493

3.439 0.0410 0,359 0,190 0.0109 0.00493

3,485 0.0234 0.269 0.109 0.0109 0.00493

3.595 0.0160 0.221 0.0745 0.0109 0.00493

3.705 0.0234 0.269 0,109 0.0109 0.00493

3.751 0.0410 0.359 0.190 0.0109 0.00493

3.851 0.0410 0.359 0,190 0.0109 0.00493

3.851 0.0513 0.537 0.220 0.0109 0.00957

4,101 0.0513 0.537 0.220 0.0109 0.00957

a MAT'L - Ti-6AI-4V ALLOY; p = 0.160 Ibm/in3, E = 16 × 106 Ib/in 2 G = 6.2 × 106 Ib/in 2

2.633" 3.139" 3.851"

0.296"

T-
0.433"

0.312 ''_

2.863"

I

',,..j

3.595" 4.101"

I

I

I
W'

I

I I I I I I

2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2

B.S., in.

SIDE BEAMS

J

1.025"
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Table 5 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of Flap Flexure a

BLADE STATION WEIGHT Elf El c GJ 10

in. Ibm/in. 106 Ib-in 2 106 Ib.in 2 106 Ib-in 2 Ibm in2/in.

2.633 0.276 2.49 9.20 9.92 0.114

2.883 0.276 2.49 9.20 9.92 0.114

2.883 0.0510 0.0156 1.70 1.46 0.0167

3.088 0.0510 0.0156 1.70 1.46 0.0167

3.088 0.0186 0.000759 0.621 0.0192 0.00106

3.111 0.0062 0.000028 0.207 0.0192 0.00106

3.588 0.0062 0.000028 0.207 0.0192 0.00106

3.611 0.0186 0.000759 0.621 0.0192 0.00106

3.611 0.510 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167

4.223 0.510 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167

4.223 0.242 2.00 0.763 3.98 0.0839

4.298 0.242 2.00 0.763 3.98 0.0839

4.298 0.368 3.54 6.62 3.98 0.0988

4.423 0.368 3.54 6.62 3.98 0.0988

a MAT'L - 17-4 pH STAINLESS: p = 0.282 Ib/in',- "_ E = 29 × 106 Ib/in_,- "" G = 11 X 106 Ibf/in =."j

AXIS OF SYMMETRY COINCIDENT WITH 0.25c.

I

2.2

2.633" 4.423"

I 2'883"I 4"223" I]

I I | I I I

2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.6

B.S., in.

FLAP FLEXURE
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Table 6 Calculated Mass and Stiffness Properties of

Hub Flexure and Blade

Blade Station, Weight, EIf, EIc, GJ, IO,

in. ibm/in. 106 Ib-in. 2 106 ib-in. 2 106 Ib-in. 2 lbm in.2/in.

2.034 0.573 20.1 20.1 15.6 0.403

2.431 0.573 20.1 2o.1 15.6 0.403

2.431 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 0.101

2.581 0.422 5.18 5.18 3.93 o.101

2.581 0.0533 1.11 o.o179 3.93 o.101

2.633 0.0533 1.11 0.O179 3.93 0.101

2.633 0.398 O.291 O.0169 0.00995 0.136

2.750 0.398 O.291 O.O169 0.00995 O.136

2.791 0.369 0.259 0.00985 0.00995 O.136

2.883 0.357 O.23_ 0.00706 0.00995 0.136

2.883 O.120 O.O146 0.00695 0.00990 0.0326

2.890 0.119 O.O146 0.00673 0.00990 0.0326

2.983 0.131 O.O147 0.00945 0.00990 0.0326

2.989 0.131 O.0147 0.00962 0.00990 0.0326

3.030 0.143 O.0146 O.O152 0.00990 0.0326

3.088 0.139 O.0145 O.0148 0.00990 0.0326

3.088 0.106 0.000756 O.O146 0.00656 O.O170

3.111 0.0923 0.000028 O.O138 0.00656 0.O170

3.139 0.0904 0.000028 0.O135 0.00656 0.O170

3.200 0.0945 0.000028 0.0140 0.00656 0.O170

3.200 0.0555 0.000028 0.00138 0.00116 0.00754

3.225 0.0377 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754

3.249 0.0393 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754

3.295 0.0569 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754

3.439 0.0569 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754

3.450 0.0527 0.000028 0.000052 0.00116 0.00754

3.475 0.0626 0.000028 0.00139 0.00116 0.00754

3.475 0.102 0.000028 0.0146 0.00655 O.O170

3.485 0.0978 0.000028 O.0143 0.00655 O.O170

3.553 0.0932 0.000028 O.0142 0.00655 0.O170

3.585 0.0680 0.000028 0.00976 0.00655 0.0170

3.588 0.0674 0.000028 0.00968 0.00655 0.O170

3.595 0.0699 0.000250 0.00967 0.00655 0.0170

3.611 0.0777 0.000756 0.00952 0.00655 0.O170

3.611 O.110 O.O143 0.00961 0.00944 0.0326

3.663 O.107 0.0144 0.00848 0.00944 0.0326

3.705 O.115 O.O145 0.00969 0.00944 0.0326

3.741 O.133 O.O146 O.0110 0.00944 0.0326

3.751 O.144 O.O147 O.0127 0.00944 0.0326

3.773 O.160 O.0148 O.0162 0.00944 0.0326

3.851 O.160 O.0148 O.O162 0.00944 0.0326

3.851 O.181 O.0150 o.o164 0.00944 0.0373

4.101 O.181 O.0150 O.O164 0.00944 0.0373

4.101 0.051 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167

4.223 0.051 0.0156 1.70 0.185 0.0167

4.223 0.222 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550

4.484 0.220 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550

4.484 0.231 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550

4.613 O.231 1.77 3.66 2.18 0.0550

4.613 0.0529 1.24 1.24 0.0959 0.00247

5.078 O.O510 1.24 1.24 0.0959 0.00243

5.260 0.191 1.24 1.24 0.0959 0.0394

5.410 O.191 1.24 1.24 0.0959 0.0394

5.410 0.0243 0.0459 0.0459 0.0238 0.000728

5.469 O.O291 0.0538 0.0538 0.0288 0.000867

5.469 O.119 0.0538 0.0538 0.0288 O.O147

5.529 0.118 0.0991 O.0991 O.O616 O.O155

5.529 0.155 O.O991 O.0991 O.O616 0.0295

5.659 0.160 O.101 O.101 0.0596 0.0297

5.659 0.0447 O.101 O.101 0.0596 0.00172

5.764 0.0470 O.102 0.102 0.0568 0.00167

5.764 0.0332 0.0526 0.0526 0.O187 0.000684

5.924 0.00763 0.00228 O.0617 O.0012 0.000711

7.924 0.00758 0.00228 O.0617 0.O012 0.000869

31.924 0.00758 0.00228 O.0617 0.OO12 0.000869
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before. In a fewcases,errorshavebeenfoundin
theRef.I modelproperties,andthesearecor-
rectedhere.

Rotor Properties

Geometric Properties. The major rotor geomet-

ric properties have been tabulated in Table I.

Section lift and drag coefficient data for these

blades have been calculated from steady bending-

moment data obtained in a previous experiment. _

Analytic functions that provide a good fit to these

data are

c_ = O.15 + 5.73_

c d = 0.0079 + 1.7_ 2

where c_ is the section lift coefficient, a is

the section angle of attack in radians, and cd is

the section drag coefficient. The camber of the

NACA 23012 profile provides a section lift coeffi-

cient of O.15 at zero pitch angle. A value for the

section pitching moment, Cmo , of -0.O12 is assumed.

Mass and Stiffness Properties. The design

drawings of the hub were used to calculate mass,

stiffness, and pitching inertias outboard of blade

station 2.034 in. This blade station is the outer

face of the leftmost part in the exploded view

shown in Fig. 2. The mass, stiffness, and pitching

inertias of the blade were obtained from Ref. 6.

Properties are tabulated separately for the lead-

lag flexure, side beams, and flap flexure in

Tables 3 to 5. Table 6 provides the composite

properties for these components as well as the

blade and blade root properties outboard of B.S.

4.423 in. Running weight and pitch inertia were

assumed to be additive in this table and the com-

bined stiffness was based on a series spring

representation.

Measurements were made of the mass, mass cen-

troid, and moment of inertia for three flap-flexure

blade combinations; the mean values are shown in

Table 7. These measurements were adjusted or

corrected to subtract the effect of the flap

flexure inboard of the flap flexure centerline

(B.S. 3.350 in.) and to add the contribution of the

lead-lag flexure and side beams. The mass

properties of the blade and hub outboard of the

flap flexure centerline were calculated from

Table 6 and are shown in Table 7. The difference

that is seen in the blade mass is substantially

greater than the differences between the three

blades (tO.6%); the reasons for this are unknown.

However, the calculations for the mass centroid and

the moment of inertia show good agreement between

the adjusted measurements, and the calculation and

the difference is within the blade-to-blade

variation.

There are some small differences between the

mass properties of Table 7 and Table 2 of Ref. I.

In Ref. I the mass, centroid, and moment of inertia

are defined for the blade and flap flexure outboard

of the flap flexure centerline (B.S. 3.350 in.).

The definition used here is based on all hub parts

outboard of B.S. 3.350 in. and this includes por-

tions of the side beams and lead-lag flexure. The

calculation for rotor polar inertia used here is

based on the mass properties of Table 6 and is

lower than the Ref. I value which is considered

inaccurate.

Modal Frequency and Damping. The flexure/

blade combinations were removed from the model at

B.S. 2.034 in. and their frequency and damping were

determined individually. Mean values for three

measurements are shown in Table 8. The frequencies

calculated using this simple flexure and inertia

representation do not account for flexibility in

the blade. This flexibility will further reduce

the calculated frequency, an effect that can be

approximated by using the elastic coupling

parameter, R.

: (/_ - R)Wflexur e

Values for R were determined in Ref. 5 from non-

rotating measurements

Table 7 Hub and Blade Mass Properties

Quantity Measured Adjusted a Calculated Error b

Mass, ibm 0.5356 0.5324 O.5199 -2.4%

Centroid of mass with respect 9.562 10.O1 9.984 -0.3%

to hub center, in.

Flapping and lead-lag moment 59.O1 58.40 59.48 +1.9%

of inertia with respect to

B.S. 3.35 in., Ibm-in. 2

Pitch inertial, lbm-in. 2 .... 0.0898 --

Rotor polar inertia, ibm-in. 2 .... 275.3 --

aFlap flexure effect inboard of B.S. 3.35 in. removed (Table

of lead-lag flexure (Table 3) and side beams (Table 4) added.

bBased on adjusted measurement.

); effects
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Table8 ModalFrequencyandDamping

Case Mode Measured Calculated
Frequency,Hz Frequency,Hza Error, %

Measured
Damping,%

1,2 First flap 3.14 3.11 -1.0
Secondflap 32.20 ....
First lead-lag 6.70 6.17 -7.9

3 First flap 3.13 ....
First lead-lag 7.16 ....

0.49
0.52

O.65

a_= _ , whereK=EI/£ andis basedonflexureonly; Io is
fromTable7.

R=0.123 for CasesI and2

R=0.121 for Case3

couldbereferredto theroll axis (gimbalframe
weightnot included)or pitchaxis (gimbalframe
weightincluded).

Thesevaluesproducecalculatedfrequenciesof 7.3%
and13.8%belowthemeasurementsfor flap andlead-
lag, respectively.Thiscomparisonsuggeststhat
theflap andchordstiffnessestabulatedin Table6
are toolowandneedto beincreasedto properly
matchthemeasurednonrotatingfrequencies.

Thehigherblademode-frequencieshavebeen
measuredandreportedin Ref.7. Themeasured
third flap-modefrequencywas96Hz;thesecondand
third lead-lagfrequencieswere150and357Hz,
respectively;andthefirst torsionfrequencywas
342Hz.

Body Properties

Geometric Properties. The distance from the

gimbal center to the rotor plane was calculated

from design drawings and is 9.470 in.

Mass and Stiffness Properties. Mass, inertia,

and stiffness measurements were made on the model

with the blade/flexure combinations removed leaving

only the adaptor plates. The mass of the body was

determined by removing the body from the stand and

weighing the model with roll-axis gimbal plates

attached. Separate measurements were made of the

pitch-axis gimbal frame so that the measured weight

The model was ballasted to locate the lateral

and longitudinal c.g. positions at the gimbal cen-

ter prior to weight and c.g. measurements. The

vertical c.g. was determined by placing the model

on its side supported by the roll flexure pivots

and measuring the force required to balance the

model about the gimbal center.

The model was reinstalled in the stand and

connections for power, instrumentation, and so

forth were made prior to making frequency measure-

ments of the body in roll and pitch for a number of

different gimbal-spring stiffnesses. The resulting

frequencies are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of

the square root of the effective spring stiff-

ness. The body inertias were calculated assuming

that the body acted as a single-degree-of-freedom

oscillator. A linear regression fit was made to

the data as shown. The spring stiffness was cor-

rected for the offset of the model vertical c.g.

Mass and inertia measurements were adjusted to

include the hub hardware inboard of B.S.

3.350 in. The measured and corrected properties

are shown in Table 9 referred to both the roll and

pitch axes. The data referred to the pitch axis

include the effects of the gimbal frame.

Table 9 Body Mass and Inertia Properties

Roll Axis Pitch Axis

Measured Adjusted Measured Adjusted

Body mass, slugs 1.26 a

Vertical c.g., in. 0.287 a

Inertia referenced to 15.1

gimbal center, slug-ln. 2

1.30 1.50 a 1.55

0.574 0.241 a 0.484

18.8 60.8 64.4

aCorrected for gimbal frame.
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Fig. 10 Body frequency as a function of gimbal

stiffness without rotor.

The stiffness of the model in roll was mea-

sured directly for the roll spring used during the

experiment. The value obtained was

K¢ : 985 in.-ib/rad

Stiffness measurements in pitch were made with two

cantilevered springs installed. However, during

the experiment only one spring was used, so the

stiffness may be estimated from the single-spring

frequency measurements and the inertia of Table 9.

K e = 725 in.-ib/rad

Body Frequency and Damping. Measurements were

made of the coupled rotor and body frequency and

damping for all configurations reported in

Ref. I. Average values for body frequency and

damping are

Roll: _ : 3.96 Hz; _ : 0.929%

Pitch: w : 1.59 Hz; _ : 3.20%

Higher-mode stand frequencies were excited and

measured to determine the frequency spacing with

respect to the body modes. The next-higher stand

frequencies were static mast--rolling and pitching

at 46.0 and 45.5 Hz, respectively.

Appendix B--Experimental Data

Tables 10 through 13 give the measured rotor

speed and modal frequencies and damping for

Cases I-3. For Case I it was possible to obtain

the modal frequency and damping of the flapping

modes and the progressing lead-lag mode for rotor

speeds up to 50 rpm and these are given in

Table 10. For Case I for rotor speeds above

50 rpm, modal damping and frequency were obtained

for the regressing lead-lag, body pitch, and body

roll modes as given in Table 11. The regressing

lead-lag mode damping is shown in Tables 12 and 13

for Cases 2 and 3, respectively. These data were

obtained from the experiment reported in Ref. I.

The modal frequencies and damping were measured in

fixed system coordinates using the moving-block

analysis 2 following a multib_ade transformation

from the rotating coordinates.

Appendix C--Correlation

All the theoretical predictions and experimen-

tal data for the selected cases are shown in this

appendix in Figs. 11 to 21. In some cases figures

from the main text are repeated here for complete-

ness. Two formats are used for the correlation.

The first format compares the theoretical predic-

tions and experimental data individually for each

mathematical model used. In this format the actual

calculated points are shown as solid symbols. The

curve between points was faired by the analyst

involved. The data are shown as open symbols. The

second format compares all the theoretical

predictions on a single composite plot using the

faired curve from the first format and the

experimental data are shown as a stippled area. An

exception to this second format is that no

composite comparison is made of modal

frequencies. A code is used to identify the

theoretical predictions for both the individual and

composite comparisons; it is explained in Table 14.
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Table10 ModalFrequenciesandD_pingfrom0 to 50rpm,CaseI

O, _¢r, aCt, m_p, aCp,

rpm Hz sec -I Hz sec -I

WBr, aBr, _Bp, aBp, m e , o B , me, a¢,

Hz see -I Hz see -I Hz see -I Hz see -I

26 6.47 --

6.26 --

50 6.09 --

6.10 --

0 6.68 -0.184 6.94 -0.232 2.72 -0.176 3.42 -0.291 1.58 -0.323 3.95 -0.242

6.68 -0.165 6.98 -0.152 2.72 -0.168 3.35 -0.518 1.61 -0.427 3.97 -0.284

.... 6.98 -0.186 .... 3.36 -0.721 ........

6.94 -0.236 ................

7.33 -0.306 2.59 -0.439 3.46 -0.756 1.58 -0.379 4.07 -0.470

7.19 -- 2.56 -0.426 3.37 -0.708 1.57 -0.352 4.07 -0.456

7.73 -- 2.37 -0.915 4.47 -- 1.56 -0.450 3.57 -0.747

7.72 -- 2.44 -- 4.46 -- 1.55 -0.443 3.53 -0.517

7.62 -- 2.47 -0.632 ............

.... 2.43 -0.441 ............

Table 11 Modal Frequencies and Damping from

1OO to 950 rpm, Case I, Continued

O, m_r, %r I me, eel I me, 0¢, I _, m_r , Osr I me, ae, me, a¢_ I
rpm Hz sec- Hz sec - Hz sec- rpm Hz sec- Hz sec -I Hz sec

IO0 5.30 --

5.32 --

5.24 ..........

5.22 ..........

125 4.62 -- 1.55 -- 3.67 -0.734

.... 1.53 -- 3.68 -0.770

150 4.28 -- 1.77 -1.63 3.69 -0.780

4.28 -- 1.80 -1.69 3.67 -0.770

175 3.90 -- 1.76 -1.05 3.66 --

3.92 -- 1.77 -1.07 3.66 -1.26

200 3.44 -- 1.76 -1.05 3.78 --

3.47 -- 1.74 -I.02 3.79 --

3.42 ...... 3.84 --

3.45 ...... 3.86 --

1.48 -1.01 3.63 -0.498 650 2.68 -0.249 1.81 -1.21 3.79 -1.78

1.47 -1.11 3.64 -0.519 2.68 -0.255 1.82 -1.15 3.75 -1.63

250 2.74 -0.312 1.77 -0.890 3.73 --

2.73 -0.311 1.74 -0.996 3.69 --

300 2.01 -0.301 1.77 -0.911 3.71 -1.20

2.01 -0.310 1.73 -0.902 3.69 -1.22

350 1.30 -0.294 1.75 -0.881 3.70 -1.22

1.29 -0.296 1.76 -0.958 3.67 -1.14

400 0.62 -0.273 1.76 -1.03 3.71 -1.45

0.64 -0.295 1.74 -1.02 3.66 -1.31

500 0.75 -0.260 1.76 -0.921 3.63 -1.23

0.74 -0.280 1.74 -0.942 3.65 -1.29

550 1.41 -0.279 1.79 -1.10 3.65 -I 26

1.38 -0.285 1.76 -0.953 3.66 -I 31

1.39 -0.282 1.75 -1.07 3.64 -I 20

.... 1.75 -1.05 3.64 -I 24

.... 1.76 -1.03 3.64 -I 21

580 1.77 -0.269 1.78 -0.876 3.65 -I 21

1.80 -0.266 1.78 -0.905 3.65 -I 27

.... 1.78 -0.888 ....

585 1.86 -0.227 1.82 -0.924 3.70 -1.36

1.85 -0.239 1.81 -0.980 3.68 -1.39

........ 3.67 -1.34

600 2.01 -0.228 1.79 -1.27 3.71 -1.48

2.04 -0.249 1.78 -1.22 3.69 -1.39

700 3.31 -0.200 1.81 -1.33 3.75 -1.63

3.33 -0.195 1.81 -1.43 3.64 --

720 3.59 -0.076 1.81 -1.52 ....

3.59 -0.009 1.81 -1.40 ....

3.59 -0.006 ........

3.57 -0.055 ........

725 3.65 0.127 1.81 -1.53 ....

740 3.80 0.325 1.87 -1.44 ....

3.80 0.313 1.84 -1.42 ....

750 3.91 0.355 ........

3.86 0.363 ........

3.87 0.360 ........

760 3.99 0.320 1.84 -1.56 ....

3.99 0.324 ........

780 4.21 0.205 1.85 -1.51 ....

4.19 0.225 1.82 -1.59 ....

4.20 0.213 ........

800 4.43 0.037 1.84 -1.73 3.94 --

4.44 0.014 1.84 -1.73 3.93 --

.... 1.83 -1.77 ....

820 4.70 -0.082 1.89 -1.52 3.95 -2.09

4.70 -0.072 1.89 -1.52 3.95 -2.05

4.69 -0.075 ........

850 5.01 -0.107 1.86 -1.57 3.94 -2.06

5.01 -0.126 1.84 -1.76 3.91 -2.20

5.03 -0.125 ........

50O -0.125 ........

900 5.64 -0.166 1.91 -2.09 4.00 -2.74

5.64 -0.173 1.87 -2.09 3.97 -2.23

950 6.21 -0.175 1.90 -1.95 3.93 -2.71

6.21 -0.169 1.93 -2.26 3.97 -2.52
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Table12 Regressing Lead-Lag Mode Table 13 Regressing Lead-Lag Mode

Damping, Case 2 Damping, Case 3

rpm sec rpm see--

500 -0.666 529 -1.10

500 -C.640 549 -1.57

501 -0.553 552 -1.40

549 -0.766 591 -0.659

549 -0.721 600 -0.710

580 -0.460 601 -0.597

581 -O.431 601 -0.636

600 -0.353 610 -0.835

600 -0.373 650 -1.25

650 -0.507 650 -1.46

651 -0.537 651 -1.32

700 -0.502 673 -1.60

701 -0.425 700 -O.819

721 -0.043 700 -0.898

721 -0.045 721 -0.043

740 0.378 721 0.005

740 0.362 741 0.388

748 0.486 750 0.462

751 O.517 760 0.559

760 0.580 770 0.542

760 0.585 772 0.499

770 O.611 781 0.480

770 0.624 799 0.338

779 0.636 809 0.205

78O 0.610 810 0.183

790 0.585 830 -0.243

800 0.535 850 -1.12

800 0.539 850 -1.28

800 0.578 899 -1.96

801 0.591 900 -2.13

820 0.399

820 0.374

85O O.O77

85O O.O88

875 -0.084

875 -0.093

899 -0.243

900 -0.231

Table 14 Explanation of Prediction Codes

ID Prediction
User

Method

BH

BV

HH I

HH 2

SA I

SA 2

SA 3
AL

NA

DRAV21

C-90

DART

E927-I

G4OO

E927-2

E927-3

FLAIR

CAMRAD

Bell Helicopter Textron

Boeing Vertol

Hughes Helicopters

Hughes Helicopters

Sikorsky Aircraft

Sikorsky Aircraft

Sikorsky Aircraft

U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory

NASA Ames Research Center
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